MESA VERDE LIBRARY BOOK CLUB

THE MESA VERDE LIBRARY BOOK CLUB IS BACK IN-PERSON.

COME DISCUSS THE BOOK WITH US AT THE MESA VERDE LIBRARY!

Sunday, December 18th
3-4 PM

The Secret Keeper of Jaipur is a fast-moving, entertaining novel...Those who enjoyed Joshi’s earlier book [The Henna Artist] will likely appreciate this new entry in the series.

– Kim Kovacs, BookBrowse

The world of Jaipur in 1969 is peopled with many of the characters from The Henna Artist, enmeshed in the intricate power hierarchies of upper-crust Indian society.... This novel is deliciously transporting.

– Samantha Schoech, SF Chronicle

Just ask about the "December" book for the Mesa Verde Library Book Club at the front desk.